Psychiatry Job Opportunity at McGill University's Student Wellness Hub (Clinic formerly known as McGill Mental Health)

McGill University’s Student Wellness Hub is seeking the services of one or more psychiatrists interested in joining our team. The work: doing psychiatric consultations and follow-up for the McGill student population, with the ability to refer back to our general practitioners for simpler presentations.

Advantages:

- Working with a university student population from all Faculties
- Working with diverse students from all around the world
- No evening or weekend work
- Flexible schedules
- No paper charting – we are using the Medesync electronic medical record
- Working within a multidisciplinary team of over 140 Hub members including seven part-time psychiatrists, often 1-2 psychiatric residents, general practitioners, nurses, psychotherapists, mental health professionals from various professions, dietitians and an administrative team.
- Billing services are completed by a billing team specialized in all Canadian provinces including RAMQ billing and billing of private and international insurance companies such as Blue Cross
- Low overhead fee of 5% (includes billing fees)
- Remunerated meetings at $211/hour
- Continuing education opportunities some of which are remunerated
- Many other advantages

Interested applicants should contact Giovanni Arcuri, Associate Director of Hub Services
giovanii.arcuri2@mcgill.ca

#BuildingAHealthierMcGill